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Question: 86

Which three statements about Send Log Data is correct?
A. Uses Measures, filters and programs
B. Accessed using query
C. Can be viewed in standard report
D. Can be stored for periods of time
E. Added to a standard view

Answer: A,B,D

Question: 87

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) is launching a new campaign, driving it to redesign its data structure. NTO needs to
change the cardinality between two data extensions inside Contact Builder.

What are two consequences of this change? Choose 2 Answers
A. All filters created before will adapt automatically to the new cardinality.
B. All scheduled sends using a filter based on one of the data extensions should be reviewed.
C. A contact may NOT show up in the filter based on one of the data extensions.
D. One of the data extensions must be deleted from the attribute group in order to change the cardinality.

Answer: B,C

Question: 88

The customer has these requirements for storing engagement data in their data warehouse:

* All email open and click activity must be pulled daily from the Marketing Cloud.

* Output files must meet the specific requirements for the data warehouse.

* All the activity must be provided via FTP in one file.

Which automation workflow meets the customer requirements?
A. Report activity that generates Recent Send Summary report > Report delivered directly to FTP
B. Extract activity of Tracking Extracts that combines data into required file > Transfer activity
C. Query activity to pull data view information > Extract activity of data extension > Transfer activity
D. Extract activity of data view tables > Query activity to create the required file > Transfer activity

Answer: C

Question: 89

A large retail company has selected Marketing Cloud and has asked to be fully migrated from their existing platform



in three weeks. They have communicated the following:

* They currently have 3 million customers.

* They email customers twice a week with no known deliverability issues.

* Their contract includes one Sender Authentication Package (SAP).

What response articulates proper IP warming? Choose 2 Answers
A. IP ramp-up takes four to six weeks to be able to fully send to all 3 million customers.
B. IP ramp-up can be accelerated by migrating to pre-warmed IP addresses.
C. IP ramp-up is important to establish a positive sender reputation.
D. IP ramp-up can be bypassed, given their historical lack of deliverability issues.

Answer: A,C

Question: 90

Northern Trail outfitters needs to reduce the amount of work when managing messages to customers, but cannot add
any more personnel due to budget constraints. There has been an increased number of customer purchases on their
website, and the team currently sends batch order confirmations.

What solution will decrease manual workloads on the team and will improve their customers’ experience?
A. A scheduled automation to send emails to customers who made a purchase daily
B. A triggered automation to send emails to customers who have made a purchase
C. A triggered message to send an email as soon as a customer completes a purchase
D. A user-initiated message to send an email to customers who made a purchase daily

Answer: C

Question: 91

A customer’s web developer team is creating a form that will leverage a Marketing Cloud REST API endpoint to
upsert rows into a data extension.

How should the consultant create an installed package in Marketing Cloud to facilitate this functionality?
A. Enable the package for all business units in the Marketing Cloud account.
B. Create a separate installed package for each individual web form.
C. Instruct the web team to store the client ID and secret in the client-side code.
D. Ensure the package scope includes Read and Write permissions for data extensions.

Answer: D

Question: 92

Northern Trail Outfitters has determined they will initially deploy messaging to email and SMS channels, but also plan
for social advertising. Customer data originates within their point-of-sale system which communicates to Marketing
Cloud in real-time via API. They want to configure their customer data for long-term cleanliness and maintainability.



Which two best practices should be utilized? (Choose 2 Answers)
A. Configure Contact Builder to automatically generate a unique subscriber key.
B. Define the subscriber key as a unique value that does not relate to a specific channel.
C. Regularly merge duplicate contacts to keep tracking data accurately.
D. When using an external database of record, utilize that system’s identifier as the contact key.

Answer: B,D

Question: 93

Northern Trail Outfitters wants to include a ‘view online’ link in an email template to enable users to view a web page
version of the email.

Which personalization string should they include as the href attribute in the link?
A. %%view_as_webpage%%
B. %%view_email_url%%
C. %%vawp%%
D. %%view_online%%

Answer: A

Question: 94

Why would a contact fail to enter a Journey Builder interaction? Choose 3 Answers
A. The interaction allows re-entry only after exiting, and the contact already exists.
B. The contact falls below the High Water Mark.
C. The interaction has an A/B/n split, and the contact does not meet the criteria.
D. The entry event was not fired via Automation Studio.
E. The contact did not meet the entry criteria.

Answer: A,B,E

Question: 95

An analytics team wants to get real-time updates on transactional email metrics, specifically Sent and NotSent, to
ensure they are fulfilling a legal obligation due to the nature of their messages.

What method should be suggested in this scenario?
A. Platform Events API
B. Data View Export with every send
C. Data Retrieves on the Send Object
D. Event Notification Service

Answer: D



Question: 96

A customer manually imports records for sending. Each record contains a warehouse ID that is shared between
Marketing Cloud and a third-party system. The customer does not have developer resources, but wants to include the
warehouse ID in their tracking parameters so that the third-party system can identify the subscriber.

What should a consultant recommend?
A. Use personalization strings created by selecting the data extension.
B. Use AMPscript variables created from each field in the data extension.
C. Use Dynamic Content rules to select a content area for each subscriber.
D. Use Guide Template Language created for each field in the data extension.

Answer: B

Question: 97

A company is hosting a series of events and wants its customers who register to enter into a journey.

Which two methods are viable configurations for entry? Choose 2 Answers
A. A form hosted on the company website that fires the entry event via REST API.
B. A Smart Capture form hosted in CloudPages that updates a Profile attribute.
C. A Smart Capture form hosted in CloudPages that populates the entry source.
D. A form hosted on the company website that fires the entry event via SOAP API.

Answer: C,D

Question: 98

A financial company wans to use Marketing Cloud to send late payment notices to accounts whose payment due date
lapsed the previous week.

The company has shared the following:

* Payment.csv will arrive on the Enhanced SFTP each Monday at 1 a.m.

* Payments.csv will be encrypted.

* Payments.csv will contain data from the previous week.

* Late payment notices will be sent each Monday at noon.

* They need to receive a file containing customers who opened or clicked on the late payment notice email within five
days after send.

Which automation sequence represents a viable solution?
A. File Transfer > Import File > Filter > Wait > Send Email > SQL Query > Wait > Data Extract > File Transfer
B. Import File > File Transfer > SQL Query > Wait > Send Email > Wait > SQL Query > Data Extract > File
Transfer
C. File Transfer > File Transfer > Import File > SQL Query > Wait > Send Email > SQL Query > File Transfer
D. File Transfer > Import File > Filter > Wait > Send Email > Wait > SQL Query > Data Extract > File Transfer



Answer: B

Question: 99

Northern Trail Outfitters is noticing a gradual decline in the percentage of conversions per emails sent in their digital
marketing campaign. A new initiative is being adopted to reverse the trend

What action should be taken to increase subscriber engagement? Choose 2 Answers
A. Increase volume of emails to a wider audience.
B. Increase the use of dynamic content in emails.
C. Adopt a Cart Abandonment Email Campaign.
D. Introduce more identity verification steps in check out process.

Answer: B,C

Question: 100

NTO wants not only to send to their best customers, but also those most likely to buy.

What data will be helpful to send out an email which increases purchase frequency? Choose All that apply
A. last purchase date
B. proximity to store
C. lifetime purchase value
D. conversion rate

Answer: A,C,D
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